
BY THE U.S. GENliRAL ACCOkjNTlNG OFFICE 
Report To The Director, Office Of 
Personnel Management 

New Performance Appraisals Beneficial 
But Refinements Needed 

Performance appraisal systems established 
by the Civil Service Reform Act of 1978 
provided for the development of objective 
criteria for formally rating the performance 
of Federal employees. Ninety-five percent of 
all General Schedule employees covered 
under the act had been provided performance 
standards by October 1,198l --the implemen- 
tation date. 

lMajor benefits of the new appraisal system 
ihave been improved communication and 
I understanding of work requirements be- 
: tween employees and supervisors. However, 
: many agencies need to further refine their 
I systems to improve the quality of perform- 
ance standards, the timeliness and manner 
of completing appraisals, and the use of 
appraisal results in making personnel 
decisions. 

GAO recommends several ways in which 
j the Office of Personnel Management could 

help agencies improve their performance 
/ appraisal systems. 
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The Honorable Donald J. Devine 
Director, Office of Personnel 

Management 

Dear Dr. Devine: 

This report summarizes the results of our review of agen- 
cies' implementation of performance appraisal systems for Gen- 
eral Schedule employees. Although agencies did well to provide 
standards to virtually all employees and communication on per- 
formance standards increased, many agencies need further refine- 
ments to their appraisal systems. 

This report contains recommendations to you on pages 30 and 
31. As you know, 31 U.S.C. $720 requires the head of a Federal 
agency to submit a written statement on actions taken on our 
recommendations to the Senate Committee on Governmental Affairs 
and the House Committee on Government Operations not later than 
60 days after the date of the report and to the House and Senate 
Committees on Appropriations with the agency's first request for 
appropriations made more than 60 days after the date of the 
report. 

We are sending copies of this report to the Director, Of- 
fice of Management and Budget and to other interested parties. 

Sincerely yours, 

William J. Anderson 
Director 





REPORT TO THE DIRECTOR, NEW PERFORMANCE APPRAISALS 
OFFICE OF PERSONNEL BENEFICIAL BUT REFINEMENTS 
MANAGEMENT NEEDED 

DIGEST ------ 

The Civil Service Reform Act of 1978 directed 
Federal agencies to develop, to the maximum 
extent feasible, objective criteria for form- 
ally rating the performance of their employ- 
ees. Supervisors are to use performance 
appraisals to recommend appropriate personnel 
actions, including rewards, promotions, and 
removals. The act gave agencies considerable 
latitude to design appraisal systems to meet 
their own needs. 

The act requires GAO to review, on a selected 
basis, performance appraisal systems estab- 
lished under the act. GAO looked at how well 
nine agencies had implemented their perform- 
ance appraisal systems for General Schedule 
employees. The systems' design and implemen- 
tation was time consuming, and all agencies 
did well to provide performance plans and 
standards to 95 percent of their employees by 
the October 1, 1981, implementation date. 

So far, the major benefit appears to be better 
communication between employees and supervi- 
sors. Employees who helped prepare their per- 
formance standards have gained a better 
understanding of their responsibilities and of 
their supervisors' expectations. Supervisors, 
in turn, have had to define job requirements 
more clearly and explicitly. 

Still, many important aspects of the perform- 
ance appraisal systems need major improve- 
ments, and a substantial amount of time and 
additional effort are required if performance 
appraisal systems are to become a credible 
basis for personnel actions. The following 
are among the areas requiring attention by the 
agencies and the Office of Personnel Manage- 
ment (OPM). 

ISSUES IDENTIFIED IN THE 
STANDARD-SETTING PROCESS 

GAO did an extensive analysis of the standard- 
setting process at three agencies which showed 
that: 
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--Many employees did not actively participate 
in setting their performance standards. 

--Not all employees were advised of the stand- 
ards by which their performance would be ap- 
praised at the beginning of appraisal 
periods. 

-Performance standards often (1) were not 
clearly stated in measurable terms, (2) did 
not differentiate between performance lev- 
els, (3) failed to clearly identify unaccep- 
table performance levels, (4) did not allow 
for the satisfactory level to be exceeded, 
and (5) were not improved or clarified in 
subsequent appraisal periods. 

ISSUES IDENTIFIED IN THE WAY 
APPRAISALS ARE COMPLETED AND USED 

--Some appraisals were not completed until 
long after the end of the appraisal period. 

--Some agencies' procedures for determining an 
overall summary rating from ratings on indi- 
vidual elements and standards were unneces- 
sarily complicated or ambiguous. 

--Higher level officials' review of ratings, 
designed to help ensure that performance was 
objectively appraised, were often merely 
perfunctory. 

--The agencies' procedures for linking per- 
formance appraisal results to personnel de- 
cisions were often vague, and employees did 
not perceive a direct relationship between 
appraisals and personnel decisions. 

Section 4303 of title 5 was designed to make 
it easier for agencies to support performance- 
related adverse actions such as removals or 
reductions in grade. However, many agency of- 
ficials do not believe the act has improved 
their ability to take such actions, and that 
section does not address denials of within- 
grade increases. 

Evaluations of performance appraisal systems, 
by agencies or OPM, to identify problems and 
make improvements have been limited. 
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' Similarly, more could be done to assess em- 
ployee attitudes about performance appraisal 
and to identify ways to increase their confi- 
dence in the systems. 

The results of GAO's work were discussed with 
responsible officials for all nine agencies 
reviewed, and they all concurred with GAO's 
analysis. 

The development of performance appraisal sys- 
terns that can reliably serve as a basis for 
making personnel decisions can take several 
years, even with extensive monitoring and 
evaluation. OPM needs to ensure that agencies 
take appropriate actions to make needed re- 
finements to their appraisal systems. 

CONCLUSIONS AND 
RECOMMENDATIONS 

GAO cannot project that all the problems iden- 
tified at the nine agencies reviewed apply to 
all Federal agencies. Problems with standard- 
setting, however, were prevalent in all three 
agencies where we did a 2-year analysis. 
Also, each of the nine agencies reviewed had 
some problems with the way appraisals were 
completed or used. 

Many of the agencies' problems occurred in 
areas already covered to some degree by law, 
Federal regulations (5 CFR 4301, or OPM 
guidance. Many of the provisions in the law 
and regulations are not specific and the 
differences in agencies' approved systems 
reflect this. OPM guidance is more specific 
and agencies were either not following or not 
fully complying with these provisions. 
Therefore, GAO believes the Director, OPM, 
should, pursuant to his responsibilities in 
the Civil Service Reform Act (5 U.S.C. 43041, 
direct agencies to take appropriate action 
that will result in: 

--Establishing performance standards that, to 
the maximum extent feasible, contain quan- 
tity, quality, and timeliness measures and 
that clearly distinguish between performance 
levels. 
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--Requiring, rather than encouraging, employ- 
ees to participate in the development of 
standards and receive them at the beginning 
of each appraisal period. 

--Requiring that appraisals be completed, re- 
viewed, and communicated to employees within 
a specified time after the end of appraisal 
periods, and that procedures for deriving 
summary ratings are more clear. 

--Requiring some type of interim feedback be 
given to employees at least once during the 
appraisal period. 

--Providing guidance on the establishment of 
clear and specific linkages between ap- 
praisal results and personnel decisions. 

--Improving the evaluation of performance ap- 
praisal systems. 

GAO recommends that the Director, OPM: 

--Require a second level review of employees’ 
performance standards at the beginning of 
appraisal periods to ensure that those 
standards contain, to the maximum extent 
feasible, the desired characteristics of ob- 
jectivity and measurability. 

--Research the potential value of generic 
standards for large occupational groups that 
agencies could use as a basis for developing 
specific standards for employees in those 
occupations. 

--Develop and propose an amendment to the 
Civil Service Reform Act clearly stating 
that denying a within-grade increase is a 
performance-related action covered under 
section 4303. 

AGENCY COMMENTS 

OPM generally concurred with GAO’s conclusions 
and recommendations. OPM agreed with GAO’s 
recommendation that a second level review of 
employees I standards at the beginning of ap- 
praisal periods was necessary to ensure that 
standards are as objective and measurable as 
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possible. OPM had included such a provision 
in a comprehensive set of regulations it pro- 
posed in July 1983 dealing with performance 
appraisal, merit pay, awards, and a Perform- 
ance Based Incentive System. OPM also agreed 
that providing generic standards for large oc- 
cupational groups to agencies for use in de- 
veloping more specific standards for employees 
in these occupations may be useful and will 
continue its research concerning this matter. 
OPM agreed in substance with GAO's recommenda- 
tion that a within-grade increase be classi- 
fied a performance-related action covered 
under section 4303 so that denying it requires 
only substantial evidence to support. OPM in- 
dicated that the Court of Appeals for the Fed- 
eral Circuit will uphold decisions based on 
substantial evidence, despite the Third Cir- 
cuit's decisions requiring the greater prepon- 
derance of evidence. However, OPM said that 
it is considering statutory changes which 
would have the effect of GAO's recommenda- 
tion. OPMIs specific comments are included in 
chapter 4 (see pp. 31 to 33). 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

The Civil Service Reform Act of 1978 requires GAO to review 
on a selected basis performance appraisal systems established 
under the act (5 U.S.C. 4304). In response to this mandate, we 
reviewed nine Federal agencies' implementation of their perform- 
ance appraisal systems for those employees not covered by the 
Senior Executive Service (SES) system or the merit pay system. 
Separate GAO reviews of performance appraisal systems for SES and 
merit pay employees are currently under way. 

OBJECTIVES OF THE ACT 

A key objective of the Reform Act was to have agencies de- 
velop effective performance appraisal systems which could be re- 
liably used as a basis for personnel decisions. The act gave 
agencies considerable latitude in designing systems to meet their 
own needs, requiring only that the systems: 

--Provide for periodic appraisals of job performance of 
employees. 

--Encourage employee participation in establishing perform- 
ance standards. 

--Use the results of performance appraisals as a basis for 
training, rewarding, reassigning, promoting, reducing in 
grade, retaining, and removing employees. 

The act directed OPM to develop implementing regulations 
to provide for: 

--Establishing performance standards that, to the maximum 
extent feasible, permit evaluation on the basis of 
objective criteria. 

--Evaluating each employee according to the standards at 
least once during the appraisal period. 

--Recognizing and rewarding employees whose performance so 
warrants. 

--Assisting employees in improving unacceptable performance. 

--Reassigning, reducing in grade, or removing employees who 
continue to have unacceptable performance. 

The act also directed that OPM offer technical assistance to 
agencies developing performance appraisal systems, review the de- 
veloped systems, and determine whether the systems meet statutory 
requirements. Where statutory requirements were not met, OPM was , 
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to direct the agency to implement an appropriate system or to 
correct operations, and the agency was to comply with such 
directives, 

Ninety-four of the 95 Federal agencies subject to these pro- 
visions of the act had OPM-approved performance appraisal systems 
by October 1, 1981, as required. The Merit Systems Protection 
Board (MSPB) had not submitted its plan by that date. Nearly two 
million non-SES, non-merit pay employees were included under the 
performance appraisal systems of these 95 agencies. A/ 

OBJECTIVES, SCOPE, AND METHODOLOGY 

Our objective was to evaluate how well agencies had imple- 
mented their performance appraisal systems required by the act. 
Specifically, we reviewed: 

--Each agency's compliance with the law and regulations in 
setting performance standards for their non-S%, non-merit 
pay employees. 

--Each agency's ability to base its employee appraisals on 
those standards and use the results for making personnel 
decisions. 

--OPM's role in prescribing regulations, providing techni- 
cal assistance, and reviewing and approving each agency's 
system. 

We reviewed OPM's performance appraisal guidelines and regu- 
lations, nine agencies' performance appraisal system plans and 
operating procedures, and employee grievances related to perform- 
ance appraisal. Using a structured interview format, we inter- 
viewed officials who were responsible for implementing non-SES, 
non-merit pay appraisal systems and who could explain how their 
systems were to operate at the nine Federal agencies. We re- 
viewed the systems at the Department of Housing and Urban Devel- 
opment (HUD), the Department of the Interior (DOI), the Federal 
Trade Commission (FTC), the Interstate Commerce Commission (ICC), 
and the National Credit Union Administration (NCUA) to provide a 
mix of large and small organizations that had completed at least 
one appraisal period under the new requirements. For agencies 
involved in their first appraisal period under the new 

- 

L/All but the following Federal employees are covered under per- 
formance appraisal systems in 5 USC 4302: employees in the 
Foreign Service; members of medical professions in the Veter- 
ans Administration; administrative law judges; individuals in 
the Senior Executive Service; individuals appointed by the 
President; other individuals specifically excluded by OPM: and 
individuals working in certain excluded agencies. 
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requirements, we reviewed the Departments of Treasury, Transpor- 
tation, and Air Force and the Veterans' Administration. These 
agencies were selected through consultation with OPM, and to en- 
sure that we examined both civilian and defense agencies. 

To assess employee attitudes toward the new systems and gain 
a better understanding of how the systems were implemented, we 
interviewed employees at three of the nine agencies. We chose 
three agencies for employee interviews--HUD, FTC, and DOI--be- 
cause of their different organizational structures. HUD was cho- 
sen because it is a large agency that has one system for all 
covered employees: FTC is a small agency with one system: and DO1 
is a large agency with several separate systems for its organiza- 
tional components. We included headquarters employees at all 
three agencies and employees in the agencies' larger offices. At 
HUD, we included employees in Boston and San Francisco: at FTC, 
Atlanta and San Francisco: and at DOI, Sacramento, Boston, and 
San Francisco. To compare implementation between components of 
an agency with several systems, we selected two subagencies of 
DOI: the Office of the Inspector General in the Office of the 
Secretary (OS/IG) and the National Park Service (NPS). We inter- 
viewed five employees from each of the largest professional and 
clerical series at each agency and location, their supervisors, 
and their reviewing officials. This procedure resulted in inter- 
views with a total of 55 rated employees, 47 supervisors, and 29 
reviewing officials. The number of supervisors interviewed was 
less than 55 because some supervisors were responsible for more 
than one of the employees interviewed. The number of reviewing 
officials was less than 55 for the same reason, and nine employ- 
ees we interviewed had no reviewing official. The results of 
these interviews were used to help us identify some of the suc- 
cesses and types of problems experienced by some Federal workers, 
not to show the incidence with which each existed. 

To assess the extent to which performance standards met 
statutory and regulatory requirements, we analyzed the standards 
established for the employees selected for interviews. For this 
assessment of standards, we used content analysis, a procedure 
for collecting and organizing information in a standardized for- 
mat that allows analysts to make inferences about the character- 
istics and meaning of the collected material. The objectives of 
our content analysis were to (1) assess the quality of perform- 
ance standards in place at selected agencies during two appraisal 
periods and (2) determine whether the agencies had improved the 
quality of their standards in the later appraisal period. In ad- 
dition, we randomly selected and analyzed a number of VA employ- 
ees' standards for a l-year period because standards for VA 
employees appeared clearer and more measurable than others in our 
review. (See app. I.) 



As with the interviews, the results of these analyses are 
not necessarily representative of all Federal agencies. Again, 
they simply indicate some of the successes and some of the prob- 
lems with performance standards. 

The results of our work were discussed with responsible 
agency officials from all nine agencies who concurred with our 
analysis. 

Our review took place during the period between March and 
August 1982 and was carried out in accordance with generally 
accepted government auditing standards. 
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CHAPTER 2 

STANDARD SETTING: AN IMPROVED 

PROCESS NEEDING FURTHER REFINEMENTS 

The standard-setting process is an essential component of 
the new performance appraisal systems. The act required agen- 
cies to encourage employee participation in setting standards 
and to communicate standards to employees at the beginning of 
each appraisal period. In addition, agencies must see that 
standards are established which permit supervisors to accurately 
evaluate performance on the basis of objective criteria. 

According to an OPM report, 95 percent of all employees 
covered under the act had standards in place by October 1, 1981, 
as required, a major accomplishment requiring considerable time 
and effort. At eight of the nine agencies we reviewed, manage- 
ment officials reported that although supervisors devoted little 
or no time to setting standards under previous performance ap- 
praisal systems, now supervisors are devoting up to 80 hours a 
year to establish appropriate standards for their employees. 

Many employees and supervisors, as well as reviewing and 
management officials, cited better communication as a major re- 
sult of the standard-setting process. They felt that, in gen- 
eral, when supervisors and employees jointly discussed and 
established standards for performance, both groups better under- 
stood the others' responsibilities and expectations. 

Our analysis, however, also showed that many standards did 
~ not contain measurable factors, did not differentiate between 

performance levels, and failed to clearly define unacceptable 
performance. 

CONTINUED EMPHASIS ON EMPLOYEE 
PARTICIPATION AND TIMELY COMMUNI- 
CATION OF STANDARDS IS NEEDED 

Improved communication of work requirements is one of the 
objectives of the act. Management officials, supervisors, and 
employees said that staff better understand their responsibili- 
ties as a result of the standard-setting process under the new 
provisions of the act. 

According to agency officials we interviewed, communication 
on performance standards between supervisors and employees im- 
proved at eight of nine agencies. One agency, FTC, used model 
standards for all employees, and agency officials saw no real 
improved communication. Also, we identified instances at HUD 
and DO1 where employee participation was limited and standards 
were not always communicated to employees at the beginning of 
the appraisal period as required. In addition, the degree to 
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which agencies encouraged employee participation and the degree 
of timeliness with which standards were communicated declined in 
the subsequent appraisal period at the agencies we reviewed. 

Agencies need to continue emphasis 
on employee partlclpation 

According to OPM, involving employees in planning work, 
setting standards, and appraising performance promotes more ob- 
jective appraisals and results in improved performance and 
motivation. The agencies' performance appraisal systems we re- 
viewed provided for employee participation in the standard- 
setting process as required by the act. The level and type of 
employee participation varied considerably among agencies and, 
in some cases, among individual supervisors. Although agency 
officials in eight of the nine agencies stated that employees 
were involved in drafting performance standards, supervisors 
from six of these eight agencies said that employees only re- 
viewed proposed standards. 

According to HUD and NPS policy, supervisors and employees 
were to work together to develop standards. The amount of em- 
ployee involvement varied considerably depending on the supervi- 
sor. Eleven employees of the 30 we interviewed at HUD and NPS 
(2 at HUD and 9 at NPS), said they participated actively in the 
standard-setting process, while 18 (13 at HUD and 5 at NPS) said 
they did not participate in the process at all or only provided 
comments on proposed model standards for their occupation. (One 
NPS employee gave no response to this question.) 

At FTC, headquarters personnel officials developed model 
standards for all occupational categories and grade levels. FTC 
officials solicited comments from employees, but only one em- 
ployee from the San Francisco Regional Office and one from the 
'Atlanta Regional Office submitted comments. At both these re- 
gions we found that FTC supervisors adopted the model standards 
without revision for all covered employees. 

At DOI's OS/IG, we found that some employees had more input 
than others in the standard-setting process. For example, 
clerical staff helped draft their individual standards, while 
management officials, in consultation with a representative com- 
mittee of auditors, established uniform standards for all 
auditors. 

There were indications that employee involvement declined 
after the first appraisal period. According to 102 supervisors 
and employees from HUD, FTC, DOI's OS/IG and NPS, more said 
their agencies had encouraged participation in the first period 
than in the later appraisal period. 
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Agencies need to continue emphasis 
on timely communication of standards 

The act requires that employees receive their performance 
standards at the beginning of the appraisal period. OPM guid- 
ance advises agencies that effective two-way communication about 
a job's standards.at the beginning of the appraisal period pro- 
vides both parties with an opportunity to identify and resolve 
any misunderstandings. Early discussion of standards also re- 
duces the likelihood of disagreements when the appraisal is 
made. 

We found that agencies did communicate standards to employ- 
ees at the beginning of the first period in most cases. How- 
ever, an increased number of employees claimed they did not 
receive their standards at the beginning of the second period 
that we reviewed. 

We interviewed employees at three agencies l/ about the 
timeliness with which their standards were commu?iicated to 
them. Of the 53 employees responding to the question for the 
first period, only 10 (19 percent) said they did not receive 
their standards at the beginning of the period. However, of 33 
employees responding to the question for the later period, 14 
(42 percent) said they did not receive their standards at the 
beginning of the period. Five FTC employees had not received 
their performance standards at least 7 months into the second 
appraisal period. 

Untimely communication of performance standards to employ- 
ees could prevent an agency from successfully sustaining a cor- 
rective action against a poor performer. In one case involving 
an agency's decision to remove an employee because of unaccept- 
able performance, the MSPB found that the agency violated regu- 
lations by not notifying the employee of his critical elements 
and performance standards at the beginning of the appraisal per- 
iod, and MSPB reversed the agency's action. 

THE QUALITY OF STANDARDS 
NEEDS IMPROVEMENT 

The act requires that, to the maximum extent feasible, 
performance appraisals be based on objective criteria. The ap- 
praisal process requires standards that are clearly stated and 
measurable. In our analysis of the performance standards estab- 
lished at three agencies, we determined that the standards often 

--were not clearly stated in measurable terms; 

--did not differentiate between performance levels; 

-- 

l/HUD, FTC, and two subagencies of DOI: OS/IG and NPS. 
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--failed to clearly identify unacceptable performance 
levels; 

--did not allow for the satisfactory level to be exceeded; 
and 

--were not improved or clarified in subsequent appraisal 
periods. 

Although agencies need to improve the quality of their 
standards, they and OPM have taken only limited action to im- 
prove standards. 

Agencies need to improve 
measurability of standards 

The Interagency Advisory Group (IAG) Subcommittee on Im- 
proving the Quality of Elements and Standards 2/ has stated 
that the success of any performance appraisal system depends 
largely on the validity and quality of the performance elements 
and standards. Both OPM and the IAG suggest that performance 
standards should measure quality, quantity, and timeliness, and 
if they do not, supervisors may find it difficult to reliably 
and objectively assess performance and determine an appropriate 
rating. 

Using this OPM criteria in our analysis of performance 
standards at HUD, FTC, and DOI's OS/IG and NPS, we determined 
that standards were often vague and not stated in measurable 
terms. In contrast, the performance standards at VA were gener- 

~ ally precise and measurable. 

Many of the standards at HUD, FTC, and DOI's OS/IG and NPS 
did not contain quality, quantity, and timeliness measures. The 
percentages of standards analyzed that contained one or none of 
the required measures were: HUD, 56 percent; FTC, 79 percent: 
DOI's OS/IG, 62 percent; and NPS, 53 percent. VA's standards, 
on the other hand, always contained two or more of these 
measures. 

For example, one critical element for an FTC clerk-typist 
is preparation of written material, letters, and memoranda, 
Recognizing that it is difficult to specify at the beginning of 
an appraisal period what the quantity of work required will be, 
the following performance standard for that element nevertheless 
lacks measures of quality and timeliness: 

~ 2/This is a subcommittee of the IAG Committee on Performance - 
Appraisal, an OPM-sponsored group comprised of agency person- 
nel directors, their representatives, and line managers, 
formed to provide a forum for sharing information about per- 
formance appraisal systems and techniques. 
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"Must be able to prepare letters, memoranda, etc., 
and determine the appropriate format to be used. 
Must be able to prepare documents requiring various 
formats, including charts with tabulations and lay- 
outs with internal or subordinate breakdowns. Ad- 
ditionally, must be able to personally draft 
responses when routine questions or requests for in- 
formation are involved." 

This standard simply restates the employee's duties. Assuming 
quantity is all work, this standard does not specify how well 
the work should be done or how soon the work should be done. A 
supervisor using this standard would have difficulty in objec- 
tively evaluating the employee's performance. 

Standards reviewed at VA for a comparable position, on the 
other hand, were more measurable and often contained criteria on 
expected levels of quality and timeliness. For example, per- 
formance standards for a VA secretary stated: 

"Takes and transcribes dictation from supervisor and 
staff; attends meetings in order to take minutes, so 
that over a twelve month period no more than seven 
items of correspondence, summaries of meetings, or 
other typed material must be returned to the incumbent 
due to any type of errors, such as transcription, typ- 
ing, punctuation, spelling, or failure to cover all 
salient points in a summary of a meeting. 

"Fails to meet the timeliness requirements established 
by the supervisor at the time of work assignment on no 
more than four occasions during a one year period." 

VA's standards for nonclerical positions were also more measur- 
able. For example, a performance standard for a claims examiner 
stated: 

'Regulations, manuals and other technical and refer- 
ence material will be maintained in such a manner that 
all materials distributed will be filed in the ap- 
proved manner within six (6) workdays with no more 
than six exceptions during a 12-month period." 

Although these standards do not clearly identify quantity, they 
include measures of quality and timeliness that provide the su- 
pervisor with a basis for determining whether the employee met, 
exceeded, or failed to meet job requirements. 

unless standards are measurable, agencies may not be able 
to support personnel actions based on appraisal results. For + 
example, in November 1979, MSPB reversed an agency's decision to 
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remove an employee. MSPB's action was based on its finding 
that the employee's performance standards were actually subjec- 
tive judgments and did not constitute the objective criteria 
mandated by the act. Following are examples of that employee's 
performance standards: 

--"work review will be thorough, accurate, etc." 

--"insures accuracy and completeness of information on all 
forms," and 

--"instructions will be clear and complete." 

These standards, unlike those at VA, are similar to many of 
the standards used at the three agencies reviewed. Thus, with- 
out at least some quality, quantity, or timeliness measures, 
such as those identified in the Federal Personnel Manual, agen- 
cies may have difficulty meeting the statutory requirement for 
accurate evaluations based on objective criteria. 

Standards need to differentiate 
between performance levels 

As stated by the IAG, standards that clearly differentiate 
between performance levels greatly increase the supervisor's and 
employee's ability to accurately appraise performance. If 
standards do not differentiate between performance levels, su- 
pervisors will have difficulty in objectively determining em- 
ployees' levels of performance and in justifying their ratings. 

Our review of the four agencies 3/ showed that standards 
often were written without distingui&ing between satisfactory 
and the next highest or lowest levels. The following table 
shows the number of standards at each agency for which such dis- 
tinctions could be made. 

Percent of standards in GAO's analysis 

that distinguish satisfactory from the: 

Agency Next highest level Next lowest level 

I HUD 3 11 
FTC 0 0 
DOI's OS/IG 0 0 
NPS 11 14 
VA 20 94 

3/VA, HUD, FTC, and two subagencies of DOI: OS/IG and NPS. - 
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The following standards, created for an NPS Supervisory Park 
Technician, typify the difficulty in distinguishing between 
various performance levels. 

--Hazardous conditions are recognized and actions taken to 
avoid an accident. Supervisor is immediately notified of 
hazardous conditions. 

--Equipment utilized for assigned operation is inspected 
regularly. 

--Subordinate (seasonal) employees receive training neces- 
sary to use equipment and perform all duties safely. 

Because the standard is vague and does not contain concrete 
measures of quality, quantity, or timeliness, the supervisor 
would have difficulty determining whether the employee's per- 
formance met, did not meet, or exceeded the standard. This same 
problem existed in all four agencies. 

In contrast, another NPS Park Technician had the following 
standard related to handling correspondence, which, if appropri- 
ate and trackable, does distinguish between performance levels: 

"Assigned correspondence is handled in a timely 
manner. 90-94% of all correspondence is ready 
for mailing in three working days of receipt at 
employee's desk." 

This standard is stated clearly. Both supervisor and employee 
can clearly identify what performance meets, does not meet, or 
exceeds the standard. 

Standards need to clear1 
identify --l-.75l?Y&formance unaccepta w-w 

The act established procedures intended to make it easier 
for agencies to take corrective actions. However, such actions 
must be based on unacceptable performance as defined in the 
standards. Now, agencies can remove or downgrade employees who 
have failed to meet the performance standards for one or more 
critical job elements, regardless of how well they perform other 
elements. 

OPM suggests that each agency establish standards that 
clearly identify levels of performance. If such levels are 
clearly presented, the agency would be justified in taking 
action against any employee failing to meet acceptable levels. 

In our review, few agencies clearly identified what unac- 
ceptable levels of performance were. For example, HUD identi- 
fied them in only 9 percent of the standards we reviewed; FTC 
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and DOI's OS/IG never identified them; and NPS identified them 
in 14 percent of the standards we reviewed. VA standards, on 
the other hand, identified unacceptable levels in 95 percent of 
the standards reviewed. 

The following is an example of standards containing unclear 
levels of performance. They were used for three critical ele- 
ments of a HUD Management Assistant. 

--References are accurately identified. 

--All reports are prepared by due date. 

--Charts are neatly and accurately prepared within appro- 
priate time limits. 

By using these standards, an agency may not be able to sustain a 
performance-related action or even an unsatisfactory rating if 
the employee did not correctly identify one reference, completed 
a report 2 days late, or prepared a chart that was not neat. 

In contrast, VA often defined the satisfactory level so 
that the unacceptable level of performance was clearly identifi- 
able. For example, a contract representative had to meet the 
following standards: 

--Errors involving additional development from forms and 
applications completed in the personal interview unit and 
telephone interview unit will not exceed three. 

--Performance for conducting employee training sessions is 
satisfactory when the average training session evaluation 
score is between the range of 4 to 7. 

With the above standards, the unacceptable level of performance 
is identifiable. Both supervisor and employee know that more 
than three errors or an average training evaluation score of 
less than four will result in an unsatisfactory rating for those 
job elements. 

Standards should allow the 
satisfactory level to be exceeded 

According to the IAG, competent employees should be able to 
meet standards at the satisfactory (fully successful) level, and 
the above-average performer should be able to exceed them. 
Standards for the satisfactory level should not be set at a 
level that cannot be exceeded. Yet our analysis showed that 
agencies are establishing standards at the satisfactory level 
which cannot be exceeded. Specifically, our analysis showed 
that 78 percent (546 of 702) of the standards at the satisfac- 
tory level we reviewed could not be exceeded. 
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At FTC, for example, one fully successful level standard 
for a clerk typist stipulated that all legal, economic, and 
technical words had to be spelled correctly in all typed docu- 
ments. Another FTC fully successful level standard required 
consumer protection specialists to perform accurate, complete, 
and timely research that reached a sound conclusion on all mat- 
ters. According to both these standards, better than fully suc- 
cessful performance is impossible. As a result, employees 
cannot determine what level of achievement is necessary to re- 
ceive an outstanding rating, or if an outstanding rating is even 
possible. 

A encies P need to improve standards 
nyubsequent .- appraisalcydres- 

It would be unreasonable to expect that Federal managers 
and supervisors could write perfect performance standards for 
the first period. However, it is important that they refine and 
improve performance standards in subsequent appraisal periods. 

We compared performance standards for the two recent ap- 
praisal periods at three agencies 4/ and determined that little 
improvement in the quality of perf?%mance standards had taken 
place from one period to the next. Often, agencies continued to 
use the same standards established in previous periods. In 
fact, at two of the three agencies, the same standards were 
adopted from one period to the next for 32 of the 40 employees 
in our review (80 percent). At HUD, standards underwent sub- 
stantial revision due to the change to multiple level 
definitions. 

The following table, based on GAO's analysis, shows that, 
in terms of quality, quantity, and timeliness, little improve- 
ment has occurred in the percentages of standards that include 
these measures. 

Agency 

HUD 49 54 28 39 42 46 
FTC 25 32 36 36 10 12 
DOI'S OS/IG 65 65 8 8 30 38 
NPS 50 50 45 45 38 38 

Percent of standards in GAO's analysis 
with measures of: aI-------- --P-.-.---.1_ 

~/HUD, FTC, and two subagencies of DOI: OS/IG and NPS. 
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As the table shows, DOI's OS/IG added a few more timeliness 
measures to its standards during the more recent appraisal 
period, and FTC added a few more quality and timeliness criteria 
to its standards. Only HUD improved somewhat in all three areas 
for its later appraisal period. However, overall, the changes 
in measurability were small. 

HUD revised its standard-setting process and was also the 
only agency of the three to improve in differentiating between 
performance levels and in clearly identifying unacceptable 
performance. During HUD's previous appraisal period, 28 percent 
of its fully satisfactory standards could be exceeded, but 
almost 33 percent could be exceeded in the later appraisal 
period. In addition, HUD now defines the unsatisfactory per- 
formance level, and these definitions clearly identified unac- 
ceptable performance for 14 percent of the standards we reviewed 
for the later period. Although this percentage is still low, it 
is an improvement over the previous period, when only 5 percent 
of the agency standards we reviewed clearly identified un- 
acceptable performance. 

Performance standards at DOI's OS/IG improved during the 
current appraisal period in regard to the degree to which they 
define satisfactory levels which can be exceeded. However, a 
lower percentage of standards defined satisfactory levels that 
could be exceeded at FTC and NPS during the most recent ap- 
praisal period than during the previous appraisal period. At 
NPS, fewer of the standards clearly identified unacceptable per- 
formance in the later appraisal period than during previous 
periods. None of the standards reviewed at FTC and DOI's OS/IG 
clearly identified unacceptable performance. 

Most agency plans we reviewed did not provide for a review 
of standards at the beginning of the period nor were such re- 
views generally taking place. At the three agencies where we 
conducted employee interviews, reviewing officials reported that 
they reviewed standards at the beginning of the previous period 
for only 18 of those 55 employees (33 percent). Only two 
changes occurred as a result of these reviews. The number of 
employees whose elements and standards were reviewed for the 
later period decreased to only 16 of the 55 employees (29 per- 
cent). Thus, agency officials did not review standards at the 
beginning of the period for most of the employees we 
interviewed. 

If agency officials would review standards when they are 
established at the beginning of the period, they could make sure 
that the standards are well written and comparable to those for 
other employees in similar positions. For instance, 20 of 29 
reviewing officials we interviewed claimed responsibility for 
reviewing standards and ratings for groups of employees in com- 
parable jobs. These officials are, therefore, in a position to 
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judge whether standards for employees in the same job series and 
at the same grade level are comparable and of reasonable 
difficulty. 

More effective actions needed 
$jTmprovestanTdards 

In an IAG survey of Federal agencies conducted in June 
1982, 36 of the 39 responding agencies (94 percent) claimed that 
difficulty in developing meaningful performance elements and 
standards was the single largest problem in performance manage- 
ment. 

OPM's efforts to assist agencies in improving the quality 
of elements and standards have consisted primarily of the 
following: 

--Publishing an April 1981 Performance Standards Handbook 
for use as a reference guide by managers and supervisors 
in developing elements and standards. 

--Forming a clearinghouse to distribute sample standards 
developed by agencies for 200 different positions, avail- 
able upon request. 

--Conducting training courses on setting performance stand- 
ards for agencies nationwide. 

--Providing technical assistance to agencies upon request. 

Officials at six of the nine agencies we visited said they 
did not use the handbook and sample standards in developing 
their performance standards. Officials from the other three 
agencies we reviewed said that they had used the handbook to 
help in setting standards. OPM officials acknowledged that the 
handbook's sample elements and standards were not as useful as 
they could have been, especially for inexperienced supervisors, 
and that may have limited their use by the agencies. 

According to OPM records, the clearinghouse received 782 
requests for standards. Some agencies we visited had problems 
with the standards distributed by the clearinghouse. Management 
officials from three of the agencies said that the standards 
were not helpful. The Acting Director of OPM's Performance Ap- 
praisal Service Division acknowledged that they were not good 
examples for agencies to use as models. OPM neither revised nor 
improved the elements and standards agencies provided to the 
clearinghouse. Because of the declining number of requests, the 
clearinghouse was terminated in July 1982, OPM officials have 
told us that instead of the clearinghouse, OPM is considering 
providing assistance to the agencies through development of gen- 
eric standards that would apply to large occupational groups. 
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Agencies could then use these standards as models for their em- 
ployees because they would contain all desired characteristics, 
be directly applicable to all employees in those occupations, 
and allow for comparison among employees in the same job series 
and at the same grade levels. 

Since passage of the act, OPM has offered two training 
courses that primarily deal with setting standards. The first 
course, "Setting Performance Standards," has been offered since 
October 1979. It was heavily attended during 1980 and 1981, but 
participation dropped considerably in 1982. The second course, 
"Implementation and Use of Performance Standards," has been 
available since October 1981 and has not been heavily attended. 

Employees from six of the nine agencies we reviewed had at- 
tended OPM's training courses. They reported mixed reactions: 
44 percent felt the training was good to excellent; 56 percent 
felt the training was not useful. Those agencies and locations 
which did not participate in OPM's courses said most frequently 
that budget constraints and OPM's lack of agency-specific knowl- 
edge were the principal reasons. 

To assist agencies in improving their performance stand- 
ards, the IAG in 1981 established a subcommittee on the quality 
of elements and standards. In October 1981, the subcommittee 
conducted a survey of IAG member agencies to determine specific 
problems and actions agencies had taken to improve the quality 
of standards. While 34 agencies reported specific actions to 
improve the quality of elements and standards, the most commonly 
cited action was "further study by task forces', outside consult- 
ants, etc." 

In July 1982, the IAG subcommittee prepared a diagnostic 
~ guide to analyze the quality of elements and standards which may 
:' prove useful to agencies in their attempts to make improvements 
~ in the future. Officials at three of the agepcies we reviewed 

found this guide helpful and have encouraged their supervisors 
to use it when they prepare standards in future appraisal 
periods. 
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CHAPTER 3 

IMPROVEMENTS NEEDED IN THE WAY 

APPRAISALS ARE COMPLETED AND USED 

The Reform Act requires the use of appraisals as a basis for 
making personnel decisions. Several agencies we visited had be- 
gun to use appraisal results as a basis for personnel decisions 
such as awards, within-grade increases, and removals. 

However, we identified several factors which may restrict 
the use of appraisals as a basis for making personnel decisions. 
We have already discussed the problem in not communicating stand- 
ards at the beginning of an appraisal period and problems in the 
quality and measurability of standards. In addition, we identi- , 
fied problems related to the timeliness and manner in which ap- 
praisals were completed. Strategies for linking appraisal 
results to personnel decisions remain vague at many agencies, and 
legal decisions may have obscured the act's attempts to facilili- 
tate the process of taking corrective actions on poor per- 
formers. Finally, more active monitoring and evaluation efforts 
by OPM and agencies are needed to identify additional problem 
areas and to ensure actions are taken to refine performance 
appraisal systems. 

TIMELINESS AND MANNER OF COMPLETING 
‘APPRAISALS NEED TO BE IMPROVED 

According to the Federal Personnel Manual, 

"the primary purpose of the periodic appraisal is to 
assure that supervisors regularly review employees' 
performance , give employees feedback about their per- 
formance, and provide information needed for various 
personnel decisions." 

However, in some cases appraisals were not completed until 
long after the end of the appraisal period. We also identified 
problems in how agencies used their summary rating systems and 
review procedures. These problems also reduce the usefulness of 
information provided to employees as feedback on how to improve 
their performance. 

Appraisal and feedback 
need to be timely 

For written appraisals and employee counseling sessions to 
be useful for personnel decisions and feedback purposes, the in- 
formation provided must be timely. The Federal Personnel Manual 
on improving performance appraisal states that "employees should 
be kept currently informed about the quality of their performance 
and promptly notified of their appraisals." 
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The act requires employees'to be evaluated during the ap- 
praisal period, but neither the act nor OPM regulations specify 
how promptly appraisals should be completed. OPM regulations re- 
quire that employees be appraised, in writing, at least annually, 
but regulations do not indicate how long after the end of the ap- 
praisal period the actual rating must be completed. 

Consequently, agency plans and policies vary greatly on when 
performance ratings are due at or after the end of an appraisal 
period. Six of the nine agency plans we reviewed did not specify 
a due date for final ratings. Those agencies or their subagency 
components that did, established due dates ranging from 30 to 45 
days after the end of the appraisal period. Completed appraisals 
at NPS are not due until 3 months after the period has ended. 

The agencies we reviewed which had completed pn appraisal 
period generally did not use internal monitoring systems to in- 
sure appraisals were completed or to enforce compliance with 
agency-established due dates. In addition, most agencies had not 
compiled statistics on compliance with the due dates. Some agen- 
cies, such as HUD, had begun to computerize appraisals so that 
their completion and timeliness can be more easily monitored in 
the future. 

At agencies with available statistics, we noted the 
following: 

--At NPS, appraisals for the first period were due on 
March 31, 1982, 3 months after the period ended on 
December 31, 1981. However, we found that 78 percent of 
the ratings had not been received on time in the personnel 
Office of the North Atlantic Region. In the Western Re- 
gional Office, 67 percent of the ratings had not been pre- 
pared by the supervisors by March 31, 1982. In both these 
regions, the personnel offices did not receive all the ap- 
praisals until the end of June, 6 months after the end Of 
the period. . 

--At DOI's OS/X, headquarters officials said that 37 per- 
cent of the appraisals were not received by the due date 
of October 30, 1981, which was 30 days after the end of 
the appraisal period. 

In DOI's OS/IG Western Region, a personnel decision was re- 
versed because the appraisal was late. The appraisal period 
ended on September 30, 1981, and an employee's within-grade in- 
crease was due on November 1, 1981. However, the appraisal which 
showed unsatisfactory performance was not completed until March 
1982, over 5 months after the end of the appraisal period. The 
employee was notified of a determination to deny his within-grade 
increase in July. As a result of the delay in preparing the aP- 
praisal, the decision to deny the increase was reversed when the 
employee filed a grievance. 
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Delays in completing appraisals also compromise the useful- 
ness of feedback information to employees who wish to improve 
their performance. This is especially true at agencies that do 
not require interim evaluations or counseling sessions. Five of 
the nine agencies in our review encouraged, but did not require, 
interim appraisals, but management officials at all nine agencies 
said progress reviews were taking place. However, interviews 
with employees at three of the nine agencies did not support 
these claims. Forty-two percent of the 55 employees we inter- 
viewed said they received no interim appraisals or feedback, and 
36 percent felt that they did not receive adequate feedback on 
their performance from the appraisal process. 

Summary rating systems 
need further scrutiny 

When using appraisal results in personnel decisions, many 
agencies rely on the overall or summary rating rather than on 
ratings for individual elements. This is especially true when 
deciding on awards. Agencies have developed a wide variety of 
summary rating systems. Some involve complicated weighting fac- 
tors for each element or elaborate mathematical procedures for 
arriving at the summary rating. According to OPM officials, some 
agencies' systems do not provide for summary ratings. 

At the nine agencies we reviewed, we found a variety of 
problems with the summary rating systems, and many employees did 
not understand or had difficulties with them. 

For example, NPS adopted a complicated mathematical conver- 
sion system for translating initial element ratings to overall 
summary ratings. In this system: 

--The method for mathematically converting individual ele- 
ment ratings to one summary rating was complicated and 
cumbersome for supervisors, and they frequently cited this 
as a disadvantage of the system. 

--Descriptions of the summary rating levels obtained 
through the conversion process did not accurately reflect 
the actual initial ratings used in attaining those summary 
levels. 

At HUD, the summary rating levels were defined in the per- 
formance appraisal plan, but the procedures for arriving at those 
levels were ambiguous. Four of the five employees interviewed at 
the Boston Regional Office did not understand what was needed to 
be rated at each level or how the summary rating was determined. 
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At one organizational unit in DOT, the mechanism used to ar- 
rive at the summary rating involved a complicated weighting proc- 
ess for each element. Supervisors assigned weighting factors 
ranging f'rom 10 to 100 percent to critical elements and factors 
ranging from zero to 100 percent to noncritical elements. One 
possible problem resulting from this method is that critical ele- 
ments assigned lower weights than the noncritical elements could 
end up having less impact on the summary rating than noncritical 
elements. 

In March 1981, OPM informed agencies that 5 U.S.C. Chapter 
43 requires that a performance rating on any element cannot be 
extrapolated more than one level above or one level below a level 
for which there is a written standard. 

In order to comply with this, many agencies where single 
standards were written established systems which evaluate indi- 
vidual elements at only three levels (such as Outstanding, Satis- 
factory, and Unsatisfactory), while the summary ratings based on 
these evaluations distinguish among five levels of performance 
(such as Outstanding, Highly Satisfactory, Satisfactory, Mini- 
mally Satisfactory, and Unsatisfactory). Several supervisors ex- 
pressed frustration in appraising employees through such summary 
rating systems. They pointed out that it took a great deal of 
subjectivity to combine the ratings of individual elements con- 
taining three levels into one summary rating containing five lev- 
els. Supervisors described the dilemma as follows: 

--A Highly Satisfactory summary rating cannot be based on 
"highly satisfactory" performance on all or most of his 
or her elements, but on a combination of some outstanding 
and some satisfactory performance. If the employee cannot 
be fairly described as 'outstanding" on any individual 
element, the summary rating is automatically skewed down 
to a Satisfactory. 

--A Minimally Satisfactory summary rating .cannot be based on 
"minimally satisfactory" performance on all or most of his 
or her elements, but on a combination of some satisfactory 
and some unsatisfactory performance. If the employee can- 
not be fairly described as "unsatisfactory" on any indivi- 
dual element, the summary rating is automatically skewed 
up to a Satisfactory. 
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Better review processes 
needed to ensure accurate 
and consistent ratings 

Reviewing officials carefully reviewing ratings at the end 
of performance appraisal periods could help ensure that perform- 
ance is accurately and objectively measured against the preestab- 
lished standards, and that ratings are not inflated from factors 
that are unrelated to the job. Most of the agency plans we re- 
viewed provide for some type of review of the final ratings. 
While these reviews generally did take place, reviewing officials 
said that they were often merely perfunctory. 

At the three agencies where we conducted employee inter- 
views, officials did not review the final ratings for 9 of the 55 
employees. In the remaining 46 cases, officials reviewed 42 
cases after the ratings had already been given to the employees. 
Four of the reviews took place before the ratings were given to 
the employees. None of the reviewing officials we interviewed, 
however, made changes as a result of their reviews. OPM offi- 
cials have pointed out that reviewing officials are less likely 
to suggest changes to a rating after the employee has seen it, 
and in such cases the review process often becomes a mere 
formality. 

One reason reviewing officials offered for not being more 
actively involved in their reviewer roles was their uncertainty 
about the objectives of the reviewer's role. Of 28 reviewing of- 
ficials we interviewed who had received training on the 
performance appraisal system, 10 (36 percent) felt that training 
had not adequately prepared them for their roles as reviewing 
officials. 

LINKAGES BETWEEN APPRAISAL RESULTS 
AND PERSONNEL ACTIONS AND 
AUTHORITY TO TAKE CORRECTIVE 
ACTIONS NEED TO BE CLARIFIED 

The successful appraisal system, according to the act, re- 
quires a clear linkage between appraisal results and personnel 
decisions. However, employees we interviewed did not perceive a 
linkage between their appraisals and the resulting personnel de- 
cisions. A number of officials believed the act did little to 
support the taking of corrective actions. 

Clear linkages needed to improve 
employee motivation and productivity 

In a report we issued prior to passage of the Civil Service 
Reform Act, "Federal Employee Performance Rating Systems Need 
Fundamental Changes" (FPCD-77-80, Mar. 3, 1978), we reported that 
Federal agencies had not linked performance evaluation results 
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to personnel decisions and that employees did not perceive a 
direct relationship between performance evaluation and re- 
wards. l/ We concluded then that there was no assurance that a ' 
new performance evaluation system would be effective unless a 
meaningful linkage was established. 

As stated, the act requires agencies to develop performance 
appraisal systems that use appraisal results as a basis for 
training, rewarding, reassigning, promoting, reducing in grade, 
retaining, and removing employees. OPM regulations further spec- 
ify that each appraisal system must include statements of how ap- 
praisals are to be used as a basis for personnel decisions. Or, 
if such an explanation is not contained in the system, the agency 
must let its employees know where this information may be found. 

In many agency plans, the linkages between personnel deci- 
sions either continue to be vague or are not even mentioned. 
Seven of the nine agency plans reviewed simply reiterated the 
regulatory requirement that appraisal results are to be used as a 
basis for some or all personnel decisions. They did not specify 
how they planned to link the results to the decisions. Some of- 
ficials we interviewed remarked that "supervisory judgment is 
still more important than the appraisal,” and *‘appraisals are 
peripheral to personnel actions." 

Not surprisingly, at a number of agencies, we found indica- 
tions that employee attitudes remain the same as before passage 
of the act. Surveys taken by two agencies in our review showed 
that, after the end of the first appraisal period, many employees 
still did not see a close link between appraisals and personnel 
decisions: 

--ICC surveyed a sample of its employees in January 1982, 
after the first appraisal period had been completed. 
When 520 employees were asked whether they felt that the 
performance appraisal system had an effect on personnel 
decisions such as promotions, awards, or disciplinary 
actions, 56 percent answered "no'@ or "don't know." 

--In May 1982, NPS surveyed its employees after the first 
appraisal period had been completed. In its report, NPS 
concluded from the results: "A strong perception appears 
to exist that no meaningful link is made between perform- 
ance appraisal ratings and personnel actions . . .” 

In our interviews with 55 employees at HUD, FTC, and DOI's 
OS/IG and NPS, we found that employees believed that only 20 

l/OFM@s 1979 survey, "Federal Employee Attitudes--Phase 1," 
- identified similar problems with linkage and with employees' 

perceptions of the linkage relationship. 
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percent of the 94 personnel decisions 'affecting them since imple- 
mentation of the new systems were based on their performance ap- 
praisals, and 67 percent said that' the appraisals were not a 
reason for the actions taken. 2/ Thirty out of 47 (64 percent) 
of these employees' supervisors also failed to perceive any link- 
ages between appraisal results and personnel decisions. 

VA has established some clear and specific strategies of how 
to use appraisal results in making personnel decisions, with the 
result that employees' attitudes are changing. According to VA 
officials at one location, employees who previously thought ap- 
praisals were meaningless have begun taking them more seriously 
as a result of the number of personnel actions taken during the 
first period. One VA official told us that, as of May 1982, with 
the beginning of the new performance appraisal system, 4 within- 
grade increases were withheld, 15 employees retired or resigned 
because they anticipated receiving less than satisfactory rat- 
ings I and 2 employees were removed for unsatisfactory perform- 
ante. Conversely, VA's performance appraisal plan states that 
anyone receiving an outstanding rating should be considered for 
an award or a certificate of achievement. However, no data on 
awards was available at the time of our review. 

A VA adjudication official in that region said adjudicators 
increased their average output rate above the established stand- 
ard at the end of the first appraisal period. This indicated to 
him that the strong linkages between appraisal results and per- 
sonnel decisions can motivate employees to improve their 
performance. 

There were several indications that when employees under- 
stood the linkage between appraisal results and personnel deci- 
sions, their performance improved. Further, we found a high 
correlation between supervisors who perceived those linkages 
exist and those who believed that the new system encouraged per- 
formance improvement. Out of 47 supervisors, 14 perceived such 
linkages existed and 13 of the 14 felt performance improvement 
had been encouraged. However, only 10 of the remaining 33 super- 
visors who did not perceive that such linkages existed felt the 
systems encouraged performance improvement. 

;~~;~r;i.y,;oct;;; ;z;rective--actions 
- -- --- 

An important feature of the Civil Service Reform Act's per- 
formance appraisal system was to enable supervisors to identify 
poor performers and to take appropriate corrective actions. A 

-.------------- 

2/With respect to the remaining 13 percent of personnel deci- 
- sions, employees responded "don't know" or gave no response: 
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report to the President 3/! prior to passage of the act indicated 
that inadequate procedures and overwhelming paperwork were the 
biggest obstacles to taking performance-related actions. Conse- 
quently, the act included a variety of provisions to address 
these problems. 

One of the most significant provisions was the reduction in 
the amount of evidence required to support performance-related 
adverse actions. The previous authority, 5 U.S.C. Chapter 75, 
required a preponderance of evidence to support all adverse ac- 
tions. Now under section 4303 of title 5, only substantial evi- 
dence is required to sup ort reducing in grade or removing a poor 
performer, if appealed. $/ Th' is provision was intended to make 
it easier for supervisors to take appropriate action when poor 
performance had been identified and documented. 

In a legal decision (Schramm vs. the Social Security Admin- 
istration, June 1982), the U.S. Third Circuit Court of Appeals 
departed from earlier rulings and held that a greater amount of 
evidence is required to deny a within-grade increase than to 
demote or remove an employee. This anomaly resulted from the 
fact that section 4303 of the act cites only reductions in grade 
and removals as performance-related actions that can be justified 
by the lesser "substantial level of evidence" standard. The 
court acknowledged that its decision presented this anomaly, but 
said that the situation must be corrected by the Congress, not by 
the courts nor by MSPB. 

Many agency officials do not believe that the act has 
streamlined the process for taking corrective actions in the Fed- 
eral Government. At the various locations of the nine agencies 
we visited, fewer than half of the officials interviewed believed 

3/Report from the President's 
- (1977). 

"Personnel Management Project," 

4/According to 5 CFR Sec. 1201.56(a)(3)(c): 

Preponderance of the evidence: That degree of relevant evi- 
dence which a reasonable mind, considering the record as a 
whole, might accept as sufficient to support a conclusion 
that the matter asserted is more likely to be true than not 
true [at least 51 percent of the evidence]. 

Substantial evidence: That degree of relevant evidence 
which a reasonable mind, considering the record as a whole, 
might accept as adequate to support a conclusion that the 
matter asserted is true [not necessarily 51 percent of the 
evidence]. 
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that the new performance appraisal systems made more than a 
moderate improvement in their ability to make personnel 
decisions, and several officials thought there was little or no 
improvement. A number of officials commented that "negative 
actions still require extensive time, effort and paperwork," and 
"the system is the same as before passage of the act." 5/ 

MORE ACTIVE MONITORING AND 
EVALUATION EFFORTS ARE NEEDED 

If agencies evaluated their own performance appraisal sys- 
tems and surveyed their employees' attitudes toward them, the re- 
sulting information could help the agencies to identify problem 
areas and to improve their systems. At the agencies we reviewed, 
evaluation efforts were limited in scope, and information on em- 
ployee attitudes was lacking. 

Evaluations of agency and subagency 
appraisal systems are needed 

OPM regulations require that agencies establish methods for 
(1) periodically evaluating the effectiveness of their perform- 
ance appraisal systems and (2) improving the systems when appro- 
priate. However, we found that most agencies and locations we 
reviewed had not yet evaluated their performance appraisal sys- 
terns, and several officials said their agencies had no specific 
plans to do so in the future. 

The act also requires that OPM review agency performance ap- 
praisal systems for compliance with statutory and regulatory 
requirements, and that it direct agencies to make necessary cor- 
rections. At the time of our review, OPM's monitoring and evalu- 
ation efforts were limited in scope. Its monitoring effort 
consisted mostly of requesting agencies to certify that they had 
complied with the October 1, 1981, deadline for establishing per- 
formance standards for all employees. Its evaluation effort con- 
sisted of approving appraisal plans at the department or agency 
level and conducting a small number of case studies, special 
studies, and reviews of performance appraisal systems at selected 
agencies and locations. At the time of our review, OPM had con- 
ducted comprehensive compliance evaluations of performance ap- 
praisal system implementation at three agencies. This is very 
limited in view of the total number of systems implemented 
Government-wide, 

CPM's approval process generally applied to the department 
~ or agency-wide plans, even when the department or agency had del- 

egated the task of developing detailed performance appraisal 

5/GAO is continuing work in this area to assess whether selected 
- agencies have used their performance appraisal systems as a 

basis for personnel decisions and, if they have, how well it 
has worked. 
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system plans to their organizational units. While those units' 
plans had to conform to the policies and procedures of the de- 
partment or agency, these organizational units frequently operate 
independently. Many had developed their own appraisal plans with 
little or no involvement from either the agency or OPM. 

In addition, when approving an agency's plan, OPM frequently 
cited changes which were either required or recommended before 
implementation, but OPM did not follow through to ensure that 
those changes had been made. 

The evaluations conducted by OPM or by the agencies them- 
selves have frequently identified problems and indicated ways 
agencies could improve their systems, demonstrating the value of 
such evaluations. For example: 

--An agency study found that evaluations of performance ap- 
praisals at Norton Air Force Base, California, did not 
show that standards were exceeded when awards were 
granted. To correct this finding, the evaluation stated, 
"recommendations for awards and superior ratings must be 
documented by ratings showing standards were exceeded." 

--OPM found that while performance standards at the Federal 
Prison System in Burlingame, California, were objective 
and trackable, many were based on negative measures (e.g., 
excellence meant staying out of trouble). OPM recommended 
setting positive accomplishment objectives for performance 
levels above satisfactory. 

--OPM found that many positions at the Naval Construction 
Rattalion Center, Davisville, Rhode Island, were rated 
only on critical job elements. OPM warned the Navy that 
many personnel decisions are based on these ratings and 
that the official performance record may lack very valu- 
able data because of not rating the noncritical elements. 
OPM further suggested monitoring performance standards for 
consistency across organizational lines. 

Assessments of employee 
attitudes are needed 

For successful implementation of an appraisal system, em- 
ployees must accept it and have confidence in it. Further, their 
attitudes toward the system can provide useful insights into the 
system’s problems. However, our review indicated that agencies 
were receiving little feedback from non-SES, nonmerit pay 
employees. 
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OPM administered its Federal Employee Attitude Survey in 
1979 to provide a baseline of Federal employee attitudes prior to 
implementation of the new performance appraisal systems. A sec- 
ond attitude survey in 1980 covered only merit pay employees, and 
a third survey, to cover non-merit pay employees, was scheduled 
for late 1981. However, that third survey was postponed and was 
not sent to employees until August 1983. Therefore, no valid 
nationwide data is yet available on General Schedule employees' 
attitudes toward the new appraisal system. 

Two of the nine agencies we reviewed had conducted attitude 
surveys of their own, and officials were optimistic that the 
findings could be used to assist them in refining their perform- 
ance appraisal systems. NPS conducted an attitude survey prior 
to implementing its new appraisal system and resurveyed its em- 
ployees a year later to determine employee acceptance and to 
identify initial problems with the new system. According to the 
survey coordinator, the findings will be used to modify the sys- 
tem. ICC also conducted a survey of employees' attitudes after 
completion of the first period under their new appraisal system, 
and the results were being studied at the time of our review. 
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CHAPTER 4 

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

Federal agencies did well to design and implement their 
performance appraisal systems for General Schedule employees re- 
quired by the Civil Service Reform Act. So far, we believe the 
major benefits to be better communication on, and better under- 
standing of, employees' work requirements and expected levels of 
performance. 

The standard-setting process of the new performance ap- 
praisal systems has led to this improved communication between 
supervisors and employees. It has increased employees' under- 
standing of their responsibilities, particularly where standards 
have been jointly prepared and agreed to. The extent of em- 
ployee involvement, however, varied considerably during the 
standard-setting process at the agencies reviewed, with some 
agencies involving only a few employees in this process. 

Because the number of employees and supervisors who felt 
their agency had encouraged employee participation in the 
standard-setting process declined in the second appraisal peri- 
period, we believe agencies need to continue their emphasis on 
employee participation in, and timely communication of, perform- 
ance standards at the beginning of each appraisal period. Agen- 
cies and employees need to view performance appraisal as a 
dynamic process requiring continual attention and communication. 

The agencies and OPM also need to make efforts to ensure 
that employees' performance standards meet the characteristics 
established in the Federal Personnel Manual for good standards. 
Standards should contain quality, quantity, and timeliness meas- 
ures; distinguish one level of performance from another; iden- 
'tify unacceptable performance; and contain measures below the 
highest level that can be exceeded. Standards need to be 
clearly stated and measurable so that agency managers and super- 
visors can make objective and accurate performance appraisals 
and use appraisal results as a sound basis for personnel 
decisions. 

Because of the disparity in the levels of communication and 
in the quality of standards, a second level review of employees' 
standards at the beginning of appraisal periods could help en- 
sure that both communication and quality of standards would im- 
prove. A review of standards at the beginning of each appraisal 
period by a higher level reviewer could also help ensure that 
employees in the same job series and at the same grade level 
have comparable standards and that those standards are of rea- 
sonable difficulty. OPM's development of generic standards for 
large occupational groups that contain the desired characteris- 
tics of measurability would facilitate this process. 
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Despite the need to improve the quality of standards at 
many agencies, we found that OPM and the agencies we reviewed 
have taken only limited actions to do so. To ensure that bene- 
fits intended by the act are continued and that performance 
standards provide a sound basis for use of appraisal results in 
personnel decisions, OPM and the agencies need to further refine 
performance standards and the standard-setting process. 

The successful use of appraisals as a basis for personnel 
decisions and as useful feedback to employees requires timely, 
valid, and accurate ratings. Agencies need to ensure that em- 
ployees receive interim performance feedback and accurate writ- 
ten appraisals that have been reviewed by higher level officials 
at the end of each performance appraisal period. To help ensure 
that the formal appraisal process provides valid data, OPM 
should review agencies' processes for deriving overall summary 
ratings from the individual elements ratings to ensure they pro- 
vide for consistent and fair ratings. 

While some agencies have taken steps to establish clear 
linkages between appraisal results and personnel decisions, the 
linkages to personnel decisions are vague or not even men- 
tioned in some agencies' appraisal plans. From the limited in- 
formation available about employee attitudes, we believe that 
perceptions at many agencies about the usefulness of appraisals 
as a basis for personnel decisions have not changed signifi- 
cantly since before the act. Employees continue to perceive the 
relationship between appraisals and personnel decisions as lim- 
ited or nonexistent, and supervisors remain unconvinced that the 
act has streamlined the process of taking corrective actions 
against poor performers. OPM could assist agencies by proposing 
an amendment to the act clarifying that denials of within-grade 
increases are performance-related actions covered under section 
4303. This would eliminate the current anomaly of requiring a 
greater level of evidence for a less severe action. 

More active evaluation efforts by both the agencies and 
OPM, including the gathering of Government-wide information on 
employee attitudes, could help agencies identify additional 
problem areas and improve their performance appraisal systems. 

We cannot project that all the problems identified at the 
nine agencies reviewed apply to all Federal agencies. Problems 
with standard-setting, however, were prevalent in all three 
agencies where we did a 2-year analysis. Each of the nine agen- 
cies reviewed had some problems with the way appraisals were 
completed or used. Many of the agencies' problems occurred in 
areas already covered to some degree by law, Federal 
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regulations, or OPM guidance. Many of the provisions in the law 
and regulations are not specific, and the differences in 
agencies' approved systems reflect this. OPM guidance however, 
is more specific and agencies were either not following or not 
fully complying with these provisions. Therefore, GAO believes 
the Director, OPM, should, pursuant to his responsibilities in 
the Civil Service Reform Act (5 U.S.C. 4304) , direct agencies to 
take appropriate action that will result in: 

--Establishing performance standards that, to the maximum 
extent feasible, contain quantity, quality, and timeliness 
measures and that clearly distinguish between performance 
levels. 

--Requiring, rather than encouraging, employees to partici- 
pate in the development of standards and receive them at 
the beginning of each appraisal period. 

--Requiring that appraisals be completed, reviewed, and com- 
municated to employees within a specified time after the 
end of appraisal periods and that procedures for deriving 
summary ratings are more clear. 

--Requiring some type of interim feedback be given to em- 
ployees at least once during the appraisal period. 

--Providing guidance on the establishment of clear and spe- 
cific linkages between appraisal results and personnel 
decisions. 

--Improving the evaluation of performance appraisal systems. 

GAO recommends that the Director, OPM: 

--Require a second level review of employees' performance 
standards at the beginning of appraisal periods to ensure 
that those standards contain the desired characteristics 
of objectivity and measurability. 

--Research the potential value of generic standards for 
large occupational groups that agencies could use as a 
basis for developing specific standards for employees in 
those occupations. 

--Develop and propose an amendment to the Civil Service Re- 
form Act clearly stating that denying a within-grade 
increase is a performance-related action covered under 
section 4303. 
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AGENCY COMMENTS 

The Office of Personnel Management (OPM) generally concurred 
with our conclusions and recommendations. Preceding its specific 
responses to those conclusions and recommendations, OPM noted its 
awareness of the need for agencies to continue improving their 
performance standards and stated it would continue its efforts to 
ensure that this occurs and that agencies use appraisal results 
for performance-related decisions. OPM identified specific ef- 
forts designed to improve performance management. First, OPM 
combined the performance appraisal, merit pay, and performance 
awards programs into the Office of Performance Management. This 
office will develop policy and guidance, oversee agencies' com- 
pliance with policy, and evaluate agencies' systems. Second, OPM 
intends to perform more program specific evaluations to augment 
the evaluations performed by the Office of Agency Compliance and 
Evaluation. Third, OPM intends to issue a comprehensive package 
of regulations and Federal Personnel Manual guidance designed to 
ensure greater uniformity among agency performance appraisal sys- 
tems. (The implementation of these regulations has been delayed 
legislatively at least until October 15, 1983.) Finally, OPM has 
established a Performance Management Training Center to provide 
courses addressing all aspects of performance management and to 
provide technical assistance to the agencies. 

OPM submitted the following responses to our specific con- 
clusions and recommendations. 

OPM agreed with the need for agencies to continue improving 
their performance standards. OPM intended that its proposed reg- 
ulations would clarify distinctions among performance levels and 
would establish performance standards that include factors such 
as quality, quantity, timeliness, and manner of performance. OPM 
plans to develop and issue additional guidance and provide tech- 
nical assistance to agencies. 

OPM agreed that requiring employee participation in the de- 
velopment of standards at the beginning of each appraisal period 
is an excellent idea. Concerning the required communication of 
these standards at the beginning of appraisal periods, OPM re- 
sponded that its proposed regulations, as well as most agency 
plans and procedures, contained this provision. OPM expects that 
its future increase in monitoring and oversight activities will 
ensure compliance with this requirement. 

OPM commented that its proposed regulations also would re- 
quire completion of ratings at least annually and as close to the 
merit pay determination as practicable. OPM stated that although 
the proposed regulations did not mention the timing of ratings 
for General Schedule employees, it intends to issue guidance to 
agencies emphasizing the need to communicate appraisals in a 
timely manner. 
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OPM's proposed regulations would require that the procedures 
for deriving summary ratings be consistent with the definitions 
for rating levels defined in the regulations. OPM intends to re- 
quire agencies to include these procedures in performance manage- 
ment plans submitted for OPM approval. 

According to OPM, many agency plans contain provisions for 
interim feedback to employees, however, OPM intends to issue 
guidance to agencies emphasizing the need for such periodic 
feedback. 

Concerning the linkage between performance appraisal results 
and personnel decisions, OPM commented that its proposed 
regulations would require direct linkages between appraisal re- 
sults and within-grade increases, quality step increases, per- 
formance awards, and career ladder promotions. The regulations 
would require that agencies' performance plans detail linkage and 
the anticipated funding available for merit pay, quality step in- 
creases, and awards. OPM stated that it intends to monitor im- 
plementation of these plans and that it will continue to study 
methods to improve the linkage between appraisal results and per- 
sonnel decisions. OPM also plans to examine ways to improve this 
linkage and to issue further guidance in this area. 

OPM stated that many agencies have not initiated evaluations 
of their performance appraisal systems, but it has encouraged 
agency evaluations during informal discussions. In addition, OPM 
stated that a Federal Personnel Manual letter will be issued to 
stress the evaluation requirements and to provide guidance on 
scope and methodology for reviews. As mentioned earlier, OPM's 
Office of Performance Management plans to conduct specific, de- 
tailed evaluations of performance appraisal systems. 

OPM concurred with our first recommendation which would 
,require a second level review of performance standards at the 
beginning of appraisal periods. The proposed regulations would 
provide for a second level review of performance standards at the 
beginning of the appraisal periods. The proposed regulations 
would also require a second level review to approve ratings at 
the end of the appraisal period and before they are communicated 
to employees. 

In response to our recommendation that OPM conduct research 
~ on model or generic standards for large occupational groups, OPM 
~ stated it has a major project underway to research the feasibil- 

ity of developing such standards. 

Finally, we recommended that OPM propose an amendment to the 
Civil Service Reform Act clearly stating that denying a within- 
grade increase is a performance-related action covered under 
section 4303. Section 4303 actions require only substantial 
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evidence offered by the agency to support its actions in an ap- 
peal to the MSPB under 5 U.S.C. 7701. OPM commented that recent 
court cases in the Court of Appeals for the Federal Circuit indi- 
cate that only substantial evidence is being required to uphold 
such decisions. OPM also indicated it is considering statutory 
changes to title 5 which would have the effect of this 
recommendation. 
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APPENDIX I APPENDIX I 

Methodology for Analysis of Performance Standards 

In assessing the quality of performance standards, we used 
OPM's characteristics of good performance standards as stated in 
the Federal Personnel Manual, Chapter 430. For each standard 
selected, we determined whether it 

(1) contained quality measures-- specified how well the em- 
ployee should perform or how accurate performance must 
be; 

(2) contained quantity measures--stated how much work is or 
how many items are required; 

(3) contained timeliness measures--indicated how soon or 
when tasks should be completed; 

(4) distinguished performance levels--differentiated bet- 
ween outstanding and highly satisfactory (or next 
lowest level), between satisfactory from marginally 
satisfactory (or next lowest level), etc. 

(5) contained measures below the highest level that could 
be exceeded --indicated levels below outstanding that 
could be surpassed rather than setting the level at 
perfection; and 

(6) identified unacceptable performance--had clear and 
realistic descriptions of unacceptable performance 
levels. 

Content analysis procedures require that one evaluator initially 
analyze the standards and that a second evaluator verify the re- 
sults by performing the same analysis on a sample of the stand- 
ards. The first evaluator analyzed 951 performance standards, 
and the second evaluator verified 110 of these standards. 
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APPENDIX I APPENDIX I 

Agency 
HUD 
FTC 
DOI: 

OS,'IG 
NPS 

VA 

Performance Standards 
Ana;J;;ed Verig;led 

191 27 

103 12 
234 28 

12 - 

Total 951 110 
W - 

a/Only one year's standards at VA were analyzed. For all other 
agencies, standards for two periods were analyzed. 

For the content analysis to be valid, the two evaluators 
must have at least an 80-percent agreement on each dimension. 
In this analysis agreement percentages ranged from 87 percent to 
99 percent on the various dimensions. 
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APPENDIX II 

Glossary 

APPFNDIX II 

Appraisal period: the period of time that is established by an 
agency's appraisal system for which an employee's performance 
will be reviewed. 

Critical element: a component of an employee's job that is of 
sufficient importance that performance below the minimum 
standard established by management requires remedial action 
and denial of a within-grade increase: it may be the basis 
for removing or reducing the grade level of that employee. 

Noncritical element: important, but not critical, aspect of an 
employee's work. (See definition critical element above.) 

Non-merit pay employee: an individual who is not covered by the 
merit pay provisions of the Civil Service Reform Act. 

Non-SES employee: an individual' who is not in the Senior 
Executive Service. 

Performance elements: the most important aspects of an 
employee's work: they may correspond to tasks, duties, 
functions, responsibilities, performance objectives, 
performance dimensions, or other components that the job 
requires. 

Performance levels: levels used in an agency's appraisal system 
to describe how well or how poorly an employee performs on 
each element of his or her position. 

Performance-related actions: actions taken by the agency to 
deal with an employee's unacceptable performance, as opposed 
to disciplinary actions which deal with an employee's miscon- 
duct. Prior to passage of the Act, both performance-related 
actions and disciplinary actions were grouped together as 
"adverse actions." 

Performance standards: expressed measure of the level of 
achievement established by management for the duties and 
responsibilities of a position or group of positions. 

Section 4303 actions: reduction in grade or removal actions 
based on unacceptable performance. 

Subagency: a component of an agency which can establish its own 
performance appraisal system. 



APPENDIX II APPENDIX II 

Summafjl method of summarizing appraisal informa- 
Ton by an adjective, number, or other 

means. According to OPM guidance, summarization by itself 
does not serve the purpose intended by the law. 

performance of an employee which 
acceptable performance standards in 

one or more critical elements of that employee’s position. 
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APPENDIX III APPENDIX III 

Umted States 

Office of 
Personnel Management Washmgton. D c. 20415 

’ Honorable Charles W. Bcmsher . 

Comptroller General of the United States 
United Statea General Accounting Office 
Wa8hington, DC 20548 

Dear Mr. Bcusber: 

We have reviewed the draft report, “General Performance Appraisal Has 
Improved Colarunication of Work Requirements but Refinements are Needed”, 
GA-D-83-72. We are pleased that the GAO hae found major benefits 
fra the implementation of new performance appraisal systems and that 
you ahare with OPM the view that agencies have done well to provide 
performance plane and standards to 95% of their employees within a 
fairly short time frame. 

The report recognizes that developing performance standards and using 
the rerrults of appraisal8 effectively takes time and experience and 
cannot be expected to be done perfectly the first time. Further, the 
report notes that in three of the agencies studied, little improvement 
in the quality of performance standards had taken place from one 
appraisal period tie the next. OPW is aware that agencies need to 
emphasize improving their performance standards and will continue its 
efforts to insure that agencies do, in fact, undertake steps to improve 
the quality of standards and the uee of appraisal results. 

OPM’s efforts fall into four major categories: 

-- reorganization of the performance appraisal program into an 
Offioe of Performance Management; 

-- modification of ite approach to evaluation of personnel programs 
to one that is more program specific: 

-- development of a comprehensive package of policy, regulation, end 
FPM guidance establishing greater cormtonality among performance 
appraisal systems; and 

-- establishment of a Performance Management Training Center to 
offer a wide range of courses on the operation and use of 
per formance appraisal systems. 
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APPENDIX III 

OPH’s new Office of Performance Management brings together under one 
director the previously separate programs of performance appraisal, 
merit pay, and performance awards, including an analysis and evaluation 
reapareibility. The improvement of performance standards and the more 
effective use of performance-based incentive systems in agencies is the 
major work of the Off ice of Performance Management. The Office is 
responsible for overseeing the operation of performance appraisal and 
merit pay and awards programs in agencies, for developing policies to 
improve performance appraisal and merit pay in the Federal government, 
and for directing agenciee to make changes in their systems to bring 
them into compliance with OPM policies. The Office provides assirtance 
to agencies in developing and operating their systems, reviews and 
approves performance apgraieal plans, and conducts reviews of agency 
systelW. In addition, the Office develops formal policy (regulations 
and FPM material) and advisory or guidance doouments such as model 
standards. 

While the overall objectives of OPM’s evaluation program remain 
unchanged, the approach used in future years will be modified. Future 
evaluations of agency programs will be oriented to specific personnel 
programa. Federal personnel management has been divided into five 
major areaa, perfarmance management (primarily perfornanae appraisal 
and merit pay) being designated as one of these. 

The primary evaluation resparsibilities for all five of the progran 
areas will continus to be accolaplished by the Agency Compliance and 
Evaluaticn (ACE) organization. These reviews of the performance 
management area will focus cm broad program effectiveness, regulatory 
oompliance and aost. The Office of Performance Management (OPerM) 
augments this effort with agency program studies and reviews that are 
specific in nature and normally more narrow in soope. The objeotivee 
are to improve individual agency programs, highlight areas requiring 
policy changes, and provide for government-wide program results 
analyeir. Two major studies of performance appraisal and merit pay are 
currently underway. 

On July 14, 1983, OPM published in the Federal Register a comprehensive 
set of proposed regulations dealing with performanos appraisal, merit 
pay, awards, and a Performance Based Incentive System (PBIS). Those 
regulations clarify and provide greater precision to policies regarding 
critical elements, per formanae standards , surmnary ratings, and the use 
of appraisal results in setting pay and rewarding employees. The 
regulations are designed to have a major impact cm improving appraisal 
systems by linking them more directly to consequences. The regulations 
are expected to be issued in final in the fall of 1983, and be fully 
implemented by agencies by the following performance cycle. 
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The new Center for Performance Management Training is responsible for 
de8ign, developlat and delivery of a comprehensive training curriculum 
covering all phase8 of performance management. The curriculum include8 
courses in 8trategic planning and objective-setting! performance 
plaming, including the development of elements and rtandards and unit 
work plan8r correcting performance problems; rating performance and 
l valuating program; and linking performance to organizational change8 
and personnel actiona. The Center brings together cour8es previourly 
offarad by a variety of OPW training units and in doing sc reinforce8 
the intograticn of menageaat functionr, appraieal and personnel 
action6. Courser are tugeted for manager8 and supervisora, analyrt8, 
and specialists, and say be tailored for single-agency delivery in 
additicn to ths regularly scheduled interagency offerings. The Center 
alro provides reimbursable technical assistance to individual 
agencie8. In additicn, the Federal Executive Institute ha8 recently 
included in its curriculum a unit on Qerformance management to improve 
the capabilitier of executive8 to meet their respon8ibilitier in 
pufaaance naragenent. 

Our comafIt on the 6Qecific amclu8icm8 and rooomendation8 of the 
report are set forth below. 

The report ooncludes that OPW 8hould direct egencies to *take 
appropriate acticn that will re8ult in e8tabliahing performance 
Nxndardr that contain quantity, quality, and timeliness mea8ure8 and 
that oleuly dirtingui8h between performance leve18.” The regulation8 
that w have propcaed re-•mphaaise the legal requirematr for 
ertablirhing prrformanoe rtandard8, providn definitions that make clear 
di8tincticnr Mg lwe18, and rgecifically rtate that a standard “may 
include, but ir not limital to, factor8 ruch an quality, quantity, 
tiaalinrr, and mannor of parfocmanco.~ Further, by develaping and 
iuuing additional guidance material8 and through our technical 
a88irtance program, we will continue to work with egenciea to insure 
that 8tandard8 me olearly di8tingui8hable between performance levels. 

With rerpect to the recomnardatiar that OPH mimuld “require, rather than 
l noourage, emQloyee8 to participate in thn development of rtandardr and 
reoeive the8 at the beginning of each appraisal period>” we have 
aon8ideru3, 8inoe enaatnant of the Civil Service Reform Act, a po88ible 
requirercnt for erployn Qarticipaticn in developing standardr. We 
rtrcngly believe that employee involvement is fundamental to the success 
of the performrrae appraisal system. Making it a requirement that there 
be direct ruQervi8or-emQloyee cumnunication during the standard-setting 
proae88 ir an exoellent idea. 
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With respect to a requirement that employees receive standards at the 
beginning of each appraiaal period, such a requirement exists in nearly 
all agency plans and implementing procedurea and our proposed regula- 
tions would also require that it be done. We fully expect that our 
increased oversight and monitoring activity will help to ensure that 
this requirement ia met. 

The report concludes that OPM should “require that appraisals be 
coropleted, reviewed, and amanunicated to employees within a specified 
time after the end of appraisal periods and that sunxnary rating system6 
provida for consistent and fair ratinga.” Our proposed regulations 
require completion of ratinge at least annually and as close to the 
merit pay determination a8 practical for merit pay employees. OH4 will 
issue additional guidance, via the FPW system, to clarify the importance 
of agency procedures for assuring that appraisals are cxxmnunicated a8 
well a6 completed in a timely fashion. 

While the propoeed regulations Q not set forth a process for arriving 
at sumaary ratings, they do require that procedures for &riving summary 
ratings be consistent with the definitions for rating levels set forth 
in the regulations. In addition, OPW will require agenciee to describe 
their procedures in their performance management plans submitted to OPW 
for approval. 

The report also concludes that OPM should “require that Borne type of 
interim feedback be given to employees at least once during the 
appraisal period.” West agency plans provide for some type of progress 
review and we agree that it is a good management practice. In FPW 
guidance to be issued with the new regulations, we plan to give strong 
emphasis to the importance of periodic feedback sessions. 

With respeot to the concluaicn that OPM provide guidance on the 
establishment of clear and 8pecific linkage6 between appraisal results 
and personnel decisions, our proposed regulations require very direct 
linkages between appraisal results and within-grade step increases, 
quality step increases, performance awards and career ladder 
promotions, In addition, our proposed regulations require that agencies 
mdify merit pay systems, where tmceeeary , to assure that the connection 
between performance and pay is not only direct but very clear to the 
employee. The proposed regulations also require that agencies develop, 
and submit to OPW for approval, plans that describe precisely how 
performance appraisal reeulte will be used in those decisions, including 
projections of expected funding for merit pay, quality step increases, 
and awards. OPM will closely monitor the execution of these Plans. 
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O&W recently issued an FPM Letter (751-2) entitled “Taking ACtiCn on the 
Problem Employee” and an accompanying Personnel Management Series 
Dandbook (751-A) which provide information and guidance to managers for 
dealing with poor performers. We will continue to examine ways in which 
to inprove tha linkage between appraisal results and personnel decisions 
anti expect to issue additional guidance. 

The report also concludes that OPM should direct agencies to take 
aationa to “tirove the evaluation of performance appraisal systems.” 
Aa the report pointa out, OR4 regulations require that agencies evaluate 
and improve their rysteae and the law requires that OPM review agency 
porforaanue apprairral syeteme and direct agencies to make necessary 
correotion6. In many instances, agencies have not yet undertaken 
evaluaticn efforta, although several have begun efforts to Q 90. 

Although it is expected that OPM’s monitoring and oversight activities 
will result in increaeed self evaluation activity in agencies, several 
additional aatiofu are currently underway to assure that this occurs: 
1) Self evaluation is being emphasized Informally in diecuesions between 
Offiae of Performance Management (OPerM) and agency staff; 
2) llvaluation applications will be a subject of future program 
evaluationa aacoaplirhed by Agency Compliance and Evaluation (ACE) and 
Office of Performmae Management; and 3) a Federal Personnel Manual 
(FPU) letter ir being prepared to reemphasize the evaluation requirement 
to agencies and to provide guidance an scope and effective methodology 
for program review. 

Aa to OPM’s rerpcnaibility to review systems and direct agencies to make 
aorrections, the Offiae of Performance Management has within it an 
Analyaia and Evaluation Division respcnsible for reviewing performance 
l pprairal as well am other performance management programs from both a 
govorneent-wide an4 apecific agency perspective. ha stated earlier, 
then effort8 are designed tr, augment the ACJ! focus. A key component of 
the Offiae of Performance Management review of agency performance 
appraisal ayrtems is a growing data information system. Data for the 
syrter which har been collected through direct agency reports of 
performance appraisal system design, nationwide surveys of agency 
par forrance management programa , and ACE evaluation reports of 
individual agencies or inmtallatione, providee the Office with current 
informaticn on performance appraisal systems operation and deficiencies. 
Thim, with the employee data maintained in the Performance Management 
Information Syrtea, permits comprehensive results analysis to be 
aaoompliahed prior to on-site visits, Furthermore, our proposed 
rogulation6 call for agencies to submit comprehensive performance 
managerant plans for OPU review and approval before implementation. 
Wtmn we deternina that a propoeea plan will not provide for an effective 
PeKfOmMCe management program in an agency we will direct that 
oorrections be made. 



APPENDIX III APPENDIX III 

The report recommends that the Director of OPM “require a second level 
review of employees’ performance standard6 at the beginning of appraisal 
period6 to ensure that those standards contain the desired character- 
istics of objectivity and measurability, and that standards for 
employee6 in tha same job series and at the same grade level are 
comparable and of reaeonable difficulty.” Our proposed regulations will 
require a stronger role for second level supervisors in the appraisal 
process, specifically including the review of performance standards at 
the begiMing of the period not only for the reasons stated but to 
ensure al6o that they accurately reflect the goals and missions of the 
organization. OUr proposed regulation6 will al6o require that eecond 
level supervisors review and approve ratings before they are made final 
and connsunicated tD employees. We agree that the importance of the 
performance appraisal procese demands an active and visible role for all 
levels of management. 

The report reconnends that the Director of OPM “research the potential 
value of generic standards for large occupational groups that agencies 
could use as a basis for developing specific standards for employees in 
those oocupations.” 

As the report notes, OPW previously provided to agencies samplea of 
standards that had been developed by other agencies and it is our view 
that, while those wsre helpful in some instances, model or generic 
standards that agencies could use as a basic for developing specific 
standardr would be more useful. We have a major project underway to 
explore the feasibility of developing generic elements and standard6 for 
large uxupattaral groups. 

The report’6 final recosnaendation is that the Director of OPM “develop 
and propose an amendment to the Civil Service Reform Act clearly stating 
that a within-grade increase ia a performance-related action covered 
under Section 4303, and therefore granting or denying it requires only a 
SUb6tantial level of evidence.n We believe that recent cases in the 

Court of Appeals for the Federal Circuit indicate that the Third 
Circuit’6 deci6ion regarding substantial evidence will not be followed 
in other cases. Rowever, wa are considering a number of atatutory 
changes to Title V aimed at strengthening pay-for-performance that would 
have the effect of this recozmsendation. 

Thank you for this opportunity to respond to and conuaent on the propoeed 
report. We are pleased that GAO has found that the implementation of 
new performance appraisal systems has been positive and we expect that 
our current activities and the follav up to this report will continue to 
result in better management of the Federal government’s work force. 

Donald J. Devine 
Director 
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